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In 1687, Sir Isaac Newton published his groundbreaking book, in which he described the three laws of motion and changed the way the world looked at physics and science. These laws also work well as an interesting analogy for improving your productivity, simplifying your work and improving your life. This post originally appeared on
James Clear's blog, . Let me present this analogy as Newton's Laws of Performance.Newton's first performance law is the first law of motion: the object either remains dormant or continues to move at a constant speed if not acted upon by external force. (i.e. objects in motion tend to remain in motion. In many ways, procrastination is the
fundamental law of the universe. This is Newton's first act applied to performance. Objects are usually left alone. Good news? It works the other way too. Objects in motion tend to remain in motion. When it comes to productivity, it means one thing: the most important thing is to find a way to get started. Once you get started, it's much
easier to stay on the move. So, what's the best way to get started when you're stuck procrastinating? In my experience, the best rule to get started is the two-minute rule.The two-minute rule has its roots in GTD: If you can do it in less than two minutes, do it now... Read more Here's a two-minute performance-adjusted rule: To overcome
procrastination, find a way to start your task in less than two minutes. Please note that you don't have to finish your task. In fact, you don't even have to work on the main task. However, thanks to Newton's first law, you will often find that once you start this little two-minute task, it is much easier to keep moving. Here are a few examples:
Right now, you may not feel like going to run. But if you put on your sneakers and fill a water bottle, that little start might be enough to get you out the door. Right now, you can look at a blank screen and struggle to write your report. But if you write random sentences in just two minutes, then you may find that useful suggestions start to roll
down your fingers. Right now, you may have a creative unit and are struggling to draw something. But if you draw a random line on a piece of paper and turn it into a dog, then you can get your creative juices flowing. Motivation often comes after the beginning. Find a way to start small. Objects in motion tend to remain in motion. Newton's
Second Act on Performance Second Law of Motion: F'ma. The vector amount of force on the object is equal to the mass of this object, multiplied by the object acceleration vector. (i.e. Power equals acceleration Let's break this equation, F'ma, and how it can apply to performance. There is one important thing to note in this equation.
Strength, F, is a vector. Vectors include both values (as (as work that you put in) and the direction (where this work is concentrated). In other words, if you want an object to accelerate in a certain direction, the size of the force you are applying and the direction of that force will matter. Guess what? It's the same story to get things done in
your life. If you want to be productive, it's not just about how hard you work (magnitude), it's also about where that work is applied (direction). This applies to big life decisions and small daily decisions. For example, you can apply the same skill set in different directions and get very different results. Simply put, you only have a certain
amount of strength to secure your job and where you put that power is just as important as how hard you work. Newton's Third Act on Performance Third Law of Motion: When one body exerts force on the second body, the second body simultaneously exerts a force equal in size and the opposite in direction on the first body. (i.e. equal
and opposite forces.) We all have the average speed that we tend to perform in life. Your typical level of performance and efficiency often balance productive and unproductive forces in your life, just like Newton's equal and opposing forces. There are productive forces in our lives like focus, positivity and motivation. There are also
unproductive forces such as stress, lack of sleep, and trying to juggle too many tasks at once. If we want to become more efficient and productive, we have two options. The first option is to add a more productive power. It's an option of power through it. We'll gut it, have another cup of coffee and work harder. This is why people take drugs
that help them focus or watch motivational videos to pump themselves up. It is all efforts to increase your productive strength and overcome the unproductive forces we face. Obviously you can only do this for so long before you burn, but for a short time the power through it strategy can work well. The second option is to eliminate the
opposing forces. Simplify your life, learn to say no, change your environment, reduce the number of responsibilities you take on, and otherwise eliminate the forces that hold you back. Learning to say no is one of the most useful skills that you can develop, especially when it comes to... More If you reduce the unproductive forces in your
life, your performance will slide forward naturally. It's like you magically remove the hand that held you back. (As I would say, if you've eliminated all the things that distract you from productivity, you don't need tips on how to become more productive.) Most Try to power through and hammer your way past the barriers. The problem with this
strategy is that you are still dealing with other forces. I believe it will be much less stressful to cut the cut opposite forces, and let your performance naturally flow forward. Newton's laws of performance by Newton's motion laws reveal ideas that tell you almost everything you need to know about how to be productive. Objects in motion tend
to remain in motion. Find a way to get started in less than two minutes. It's not just about hard work, it's about working on the right things. You have a limited amount of force, and where you apply it matters. Your performance is the balance of opposing forces. If you want to be more productive, you can either power through barriers or
remove opposing forces. The second option seems to be less stressful. Physics Performance: Newton's Laws on Getting Things Done by James Klim James Klim writes JamesClear.com where he uses the science of behavior to help you master your habits and improve your health. For useful ideas to improve your mental and physical
performance, join his free newsletter. Or download his 38-page guide to transforming your habits. The image is adapted from Zigotehsnen and Vallepa (Shutterstock). Want to see your work on Lifehacker? Write to Andy. Image: yulkapopkova/ETRICAT /Getty Images Human beings used the world around them as a metaphor for inner life
long before who codified the idea of metaphor. To this day, people use animals, machines and the forces of nature to describe how they feel, how they look and how they make choices. As humanity became more advanced, we created more of our own world, learned more and more deep secrets about the universe and its inner workings,
and expanded the vocabulary from which we draw poetic images. There was once when scientists believed outer space was filled with a substance they called ether, and thus a new naming convention and metaphor was born. Humans distinguish themselves from all other creatures on this planet because we never leave well enough
alone. Through study and targeted observation, we learn the keys to space, and we just will bend the so-called rules for our purposes, challenging nature as we cross the sky in jets, plunge into the oceans in submarines, and process huge amounts of data with computer programs. The powers we exert on our surroundings are perhaps
the most difficult for us to understand because they allow us to violate all other existing rules. So what law of physics are you challenging? Take this quiz and we'll tell you. PERSONALITY Which gem fits your aura? 6 min TRIVIA 6 Min you know more about physics than 5th grader? 6 minutes 6 min TRIVIA Can you spell these words of
physics? 6 min quiz 6 min TRIVIA Can you pass the basic physics test? 6 min personality quiz 6 min What type of blood matches your personality? 5 minute quiz 5 min TRIVIA Can you ace this 12th grade physics quiz? 7 minutes quiz 7 min TRIVIA We'll give you a slang word, you tell us that body part we're talking 5 minutes quiz 5 min
PERSONALITY We can guess which field of science best corresponds to your personality? 5 minute quiz 5 min PERSONALITY What energy are you? 5 minute quiz 5 min TRIVIA Can you identify these crystals and gems? 6 min quiz 6 min How much do you know about dinosaurs? What is an octane rating? And how do you use a proper
noun? Lucky for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website offers a reliable, easy-to-understand explanation of how the world works. From hilarious quizzes that bring joy to your day to compelling photos and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things
work, sometimes we ask you, but we always explore in the name of pleasure! Because learning is fun, so stick with us! Play quizzes for free! Every week we send questions and personality tests to your inbox. By clicking sign up, you agree with our privacy policy and confirm that you are 13 years of age or older. Image copyright © 2020
InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, System1 why are the conservation laws in physics important. important laws of physics class 12 cbse. physics laws of motion important questions. why is it important to be aware of the laws of nature and physics when driving. important laws of physics in hindi. important laws of physics engineering. physics
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